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EFFECT OF PLASTIC SPIN ON LOCALIZATION 
PREDICTIONS FOR A POROUS DUCTILE MATERIAL 

VIGGO TVERGAARD~ and ERIK VAN DER GIESSEN~ 

t Department of Solid Mechanics, Technical University of Denmark. Lyngby, Denmark 
$ Laboratory for Engineering Mechanics. Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands 

(Receiwd 29 January 1990) 

AESTRACT 

VAKIOIJS constitutive frameworks for macroscopic large strain elastoplasticity have recently identified the 
plastic spin as one of the key concepts in the description of anisotropic hardening. These theories involve 
a particular corotational stress rate that differs from the Jaumann stress rate by terms involving the plastic 
spin. This stress rate is introduced into a recently proposed material model for combined isotropic and 
kinematic hardening of a porous ductile solid. The plastic spin is taken to bc governed by the simplest 
possible constitutive law, involving only one additional material parameter. An analysis of so-called 
unconstrained shearing is used to illustrate the effect of plastic spin on the stress response at large strains 
and finite material rotations. The effect of the plastic spin, via the corotational stress rate, on the predictions 
of strain localization in shear bands is studied in terms of simple model analyses, Results for various 
deformation and void nucleation conditions are discussed. The plastic spin is found to have a significant 
influence on the onset of localization even though the material rotations are still rather small at that instant. 
Also the progressive evolution of the shear band after localization until ductile fracture occurs in a void- 
sheet is strongly affected. 

I. INTRODUCTKIN 

INVESTIC;ATIONS of plastic flow localization in ductile materials show that predictions 
of the critical strain for localization are highly sensitive to details of the constitutive 
law (RICE, 1976). For the classical elastic-plastic solid with a smooth yield surface 
and normality of the plastic flow rule bifurcation into a shear band is not predicted 
at a realistic strain level, unless the material has essentially no strain hardening. 
However, formation of a vertex on the yield surface, plastic dilation (e.g. due to void 
growth), or non-normality of the plastic flow rule can significantly reduce the critical 
strain for flow localization (RUDNICKI and RICE, 1975 ; YAMAMOTO, 1978 ; NEEDLEMAN 

and RICE, 1978). 
The analysis of localized necking in biaxially stretched thin sheets is the plane stress 

analogue of the shear band analysis (HILL, 1952) and shows similar sensitivity to the 
constitutive law (ST~~REN and RICE, 1975). A kinematic hardening material model has 
been used by TVERGAARI) (1978) to study sheet necking, and it was found that this 
model gives rise to more realistic localization strains. Bifurcation predictions for a 
perfect sheet are not affected by the assumption of kinematic hardening rather than 
isotropic hardening; but the imperfection-sensitivity is much increased by the higher 
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yield surface curvature at the point of loading. It was concluded (TWWAARII. 197X) 
that the kinematic hardening model represents, in an approximate w’ay. the efrect of 
21 smooth yield surface that develops ;I rounded vertex at the loading point. 

Also predictions of shear band localization Lu-e strongly affected by the assumption 
of kinematic hardening. as has been found by HUT(‘HINSOIX ;ind T\WIG.~ARI~ (I 98 I ) 
in :I study that focused primarily on solids that develop a sharp vertex on the yield 
surEace. This was also found by MEAIC :lnd HUTCHINSON (1985) :tnd TWRGAARI) 
(1987). based on kinematic hardening versions of the porous ductile material model 
with isotropic hardening introduced by GURSON (197721). In tact. the main moti\;~tion 
for suggesting these kinematic hardening material models w;is that the combined 
influence of porosity and the formation of a rounded vertex on the yield surface could 
be accounted for. 

For il kinematic hardening solid subject to simple shear N,~GIU;AAI. and 111, JONG 
(1982) found unrealistic oscillatory stress predictions at large strains. Many :luthors 
have subsequently investigated this problem. for ;I variety of different kinematic 
hardening laws. and it has been found (e.g. see DAFAIIAS, 19X3) th:tt the strcsa 
oscillations disappear if certain corotational stress rates other than the Jaumann r;lte 
tire used in the finite strain generalization of the constitutive law. In particular. 
following ideas of MANDEI. (197 I), some formulations decompose the continuum spin 
in an “elastic” part and a plastic part and use corotational stress rates based on the 
“elastic” part of the spin (e.g. DAPAI.IAS. 1983. 1985 ; LORFT. 1983). Then. constitutivc 
laws must be assumed for the plastic spin. and it turns out that the result. whether OI- 
not stress oscillations are predicted at large shear strains. is quite sensitive to thcbc 
assumptions. 

For biaxially stretched thin sheets the principal stress and strain directions remain 
fixed during necking, so that spinning of the material dots not play ;I role. Thcrcfore, 
the strong effect of kinematic hardening on predictions of localization in thin sheets 
found by TVERGAARI) (1978) is not afl‘ected by assumptions regarding plnstic spin. 
On the other hand. predictions of localization in shear bands arc affected by the waq 
in which plastic spin is incorporated in the constitutive law. Ilsually. the shear strains 
and the spin are quite small at the onset of localization : but during the subsequent 
localized plastic flow inside the band shear strains certainly may grow large enough 
to cause unrealistic stress oscillations analogous to those found by NAGIEGAAI~ and 

I)E JONG (1982). 
In the present paper alternative versions of the kinematic hardening ductile poroL[s 

material model of MEAR and HUTCHINSON (1985) and TVERGAARD (1987) arc 
introduced by using different corotational stress rates based on different parameters 
in a simple constitutive law for the plastic spin. The material models arc used to 
predict the onset of localization as well us the post-localization behaviour leading to 
ductile fracture in a void-sheet. and the predictions of different models are compared. 

7 -. COROTATIONAL. STRESS RATE.S 

Following the findings of NAGTEGAAL, and DE. JON; (19X2), many alternative stress 
rates have been considered to replace the Jaumann rate. The particular stress rate we 
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consider here, follows from a class of elastoplasticity theories for large deformations of 
anisotropic solids as formulated first by MANDEL (197 1) and adopted by several others 
later. In this theory, the kinematics of the continuum and the kinematics of the 

underlying material substructure which determines the current anisotropy are treated 
as distinct entities. In addition to the usual additive decomposition of the strain- 
rate d into elastic and plastic parts d” and d”, respectively, this leads to a similar 
decomposition of the continuum spin w 

d = d”+dP, 0 = &+wP. (2.1) 

Here, the “elastic” part W’ is the spin of the substructure, and the plastic spin gp 
represents the spin of the material relative to the underlying substructure. 

Furthermore, these theories show that the evolution laws of tensorial structure 
variables must be expressed in terms of rates which involve corotation with the 
substructural spin rather than with the continuum spin. In particular, the evolution 
law of the back stress tensor a in a kinematic hardening model is expressed in terms 

of the stress rate & defined by 

& = &--‘*a+a.ojE (2.2) 

if we confine attention to small elastic strains (see e.g. DAFALIAS, 1983, 1985 ; LORET, 

1983). This rate is related to the usual Jaumann rate, indicated by a superposed V, 
according to 

g = g--‘*a+a.w’ (2.3) 

in terms of the plastic spin wp. 
In addition to the constitutive equations for the plastic strain-rate it is here necessary 

to assume constitutive relations for the plastic spin. In this section we will discuss a 
few simple models for homogeneous void-free solids that are initially isotropic. These 
will serve as a reference for the development of the porous material model in the next 
section. First we note that general invariance requirements may be used to show that 
the plastic spin in an isotropic hardening model must vanish identically (see e.g. 
MANDEL, 1971) so that the stress rate (“) reduces to the Jaumann rate. For a Jz type 
kinematic hardening model where the plastic strain-rate d’ is proportional to the 
deviator of (a-a), with o denoting the Cauchy stress, DAFALIAS (1983, 1985) and 
LORET (1983) independently proposed the following expression for the plastic spin 

wp = &(a*d’-_‘*a) (2.4) 

which was subsequently used by several others. According to this expression, the 
plastic spin vanishes in states where the tensors a and dP are coaxial. The evolution 
of the back stress is taken to be given by the finite strain generalization 

6 = j.i(a-a) (2.5) 

of ZIEGLER’S (1959) hardening rule in terms of the stress rate defined in (2.2). 
The factor p in the expression (2.4) appears as an additional material function in 

this kinematic hardening model which would have to be determined from experiments ; 
but the information available on this in the literature is very limited. For simplicity, 
DAFALIAS (1983, 1985) and LORET (1983) considered constant values of p normalized 
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1-q the initial yield stress (T,. On the basis ofan analysis of the spin during simple shear 

ofa material element which may bc associated with an induced prcfcrred orientation. 

PALI.LJV and PWHI-RSKI (1987) proposed to specify 11 by the function 

The elastic stre’rs xtrain relationship iisd here can hc ca\t iii rate form for small 

elastic strains as (xc c.g. L0Kt.r. 19X3) 

CT = R:d’ (2.7) 

in terms of the strcu rate 

and where. 3s LIslIaI 

~<“lM = 
E I 

i I+l, 2 
((;‘“(;“+(;“(;‘“)+ I I y2,,(;‘g(;‘I (7.9) 

bith E and I’ king Yoiing’s modul~is and Poisson’s ratio. Ilci-c ~inci in the wquel. 

components arc taken with rcspcct to the current dcforiiicd baw wctor5 G, of the 

convected coordinated system .\-‘: e.g. CT = rr”G,C,, w” = c~J/:G’(;~ and d = Q,,G’G’ with 

pcrtincnt supwscripts E or P. The metric tensors in the current contiguration and the 

rcfcrcncc configuration arc denoted b\ G,, and g!,, rcspecti\xlL 

Written in tcrm5 of coniponcnt~ on the current base vectors lhc c‘\prcssion\ (2.3) 

and (2.3) take the li,l-III 

The dilTcrence of the kinematic hardwing model thu> obtained \\ith the linite strain 

wncrali/;~tion introduced 171 -I‘\ t:II(;,b\l(l) ( 197X) lie5 oiil\, in the appearance of tht2 2 
corotational ixtc ( ) iii (2.5) and (2.7) instcad of the .l~~i~rn;~iiii rate‘. The C\prCmioii 

(Z.-l) for the plastic spin used here i\ ;Inion g the 4niplc\t 01‘ Ihc’ \ ;iriou\ constil liti\ c 

I-clations that ha\,c been proposed in rcccnt year-s on tile bxsis ol‘tcnso~~ Ireprcscntation 

theorcnis. A complctcly dilTcrent dc~clopnicnt which ;~s~~~mcs ;I non-s~ninictric back 

stress is discussed by VAN IXR GII:SSFN (1989. 1990). The adequacy of the rcccnt 

plastic spin proposals for arbitrary loxiing paths and v:irioiis anisotropics is ciirrentl~ 

under inxstigation. 
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3. POROUS DUCTILE MATERIAL 
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Many studies of ductile fracture mechanisms have been based on the isotropic 
hardening constitutive relations proposed by GURSON (1977a, b). A kinematic harden- 
ing version of this material model was suggested by MEAR and HUTCHINSON (1985) 
for a porous ductile solid, and TVERCAARD (1987) extended the model to account 
for void nucleation. 

The model makes use of a family of isotropic/kinematic hardening yield surfaces 
of the form @(o”, x”, G,., ,f’) = 0, wheref’ is the current void volume fraction, ci’ is the 
average macroscopic Cauchy stress tensor and c(” denotes the stress components at 
the centre of the yield surface. The radius rrp of the yield surface for the matrix material 
is taken to be given by 

(r1. = (I -h)o, fho,,,, (3.1) 

where 0, and gw are the initial yield stress and the matrix flow stress, respectively, 
and the parameter h is a constant in the range [0, 11. The constitutive relations are 
formulated such that for h = 1 they reduce to GURSON’S (1977a) isotropic hardening 
model. whereas a pure kinematic hardening model appears for h = 0. 

The approximate yield condition for a porous solid to be used here is of the form 

@= 
6,: 
az +2q,f'*cosh 

a: I 1 -1 -(q,,f’*)’ = 0, 
I 20,. 

(3.2) 

where 6” = (r”-u”, c?‘,, = (3.?!,.?‘/2)” and s” = 6”-G”6:/3. For,f’* =f’and q, = 1 the 
expression (3.2) is that proposed by MEAR and HUTCHINSON (1985), which coincides 
with that of GURS~N (I 977a) for h = 1. The parameter q, > I has been proposed to 
bring predictions of the Gurson model at low void volume fractions in better agree- 
ment with full numerical analyses for periodic arrays of voids (TVERC;AARD, 1981. 
1982a). The function f*(,f) was introduced to model the more rapid loss of material 
stress carrying capacity during final failure by void coalescence (TVERC;AARD and 
NEEDLEMAN, 1984) 

.f’*(.f 1 = ,f;,_.fT -.f;. 
,f;,,_,f;, u-f;-)? for ,f’> .f( . (3.3) 

The modification (3.3) of the function (3.2) becomes active when,f’exceeds a certain 
critical value ,f;.. and final fracture occurs for ,f’=.f;. [i.e. .f’*(,f;..) =,fT = l/q,]. The 
values,/; = 0.15 andfi- = 0.25 were originally proposed, based on experimental results 
and numerical model analyses, but more recent investigations indicate that smaller 
values of,f;. may be more realistic (e.g. see TVERC;AARD, 1990b). 

The plastic part of the macroscopic strain increment 
strain increment & for the matrix material are taken to 
1987) 

-,, .P 
0 Yi, = (1 -.f’)o,.+%. 

For,j’= 0 (3.4) is an exact relationship for the classical 

$; and the effective plastic 
be related by (TVERGAARD. 

(3.4) 

kinematic hardening solid. 
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and for /I = I (3.4) reduces to the equivalent plastic work expression applied I~> 

~URSON (197721). It‘ the increments of the matrix plastic strain and the matrix ilo\+ 
stress are taken to be related by the uniaxial true stress natural strain curve li)r the 
matrix material i:rf = (I:E,- f:E)&,,. (3.4) gives 

(3.5) 

The change of the void volume fraction during an incrcmcnt of doformation ih 
taken to bc given by 

[= (I --.f’)G’fj/~ -t.dti,,+.#(ci~ ). 3. (3.6) 

where the first term results from the growth of existing voids, and the t\vo last tcrmh 

model the increment due to nucleation (NEH)LEMAN and RKI,. 197X). NLlclcation 

controlled by the plastic strain J:‘,‘, is reproscnted by taking .rJ > 0 and .fl = 0 in (.X.6). 
and nucleation is assumed to follow a normal ~listrib~lti~~ri, with the mean nucleation 
strain i:, . the standard deviation .Y and the volume fraction f, of void l~LLclc~~ti]i~ 

particles (TVERGAARI), 1987). If nucleation is controlled by the maximum normal 
stress on the particle matrix interface, the SLIIII CJ,, + CT,'? is LISC~ as an appro~imatc 

measure of this maximum stress, thus taking .,/ = .H. 
A fictitious Ciurson yield surface @,, = @,,(o;i+ c,,. f’) WIS LlSCd by -r‘\~1-R~;AAl<l~ 

f 19X7) to formulate the constitutive relations. where c ,, arid./‘are Lhc current ~~ILICS, 

and 0;: are ;I set of fictitious stress c~)n~~~~nei~t~ chosen snch that 

With this assumption. Q,, = 0 is :I direct conseyucncc of (I, = 0. In most CISCS the 
fictitious stresses tr;i will differ from the actual stresses C” at every point of the current 
yield surface. 

The expression for $l in ;I point of the yield surface (I) = 0 is chosen identical to 
that given by the Gurson model at the point n:! of the Iictitioua surface @,,, = 0. In 
the present paper the plastic part of the strain rate is taken to he giycn in tams of the 

alternative stress rate 0” (2.8). Thus. the expression is here taken to hc 

iii; = 
I ,4/ 

H 
til:;t?i:,(T . 

where 

(3.8) 
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Pfasric yictding initiates when Q, = 0 and d? > 0 during elastic deformation, and 

continued plastic loading requires @ = 0 and ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2- 0. Note that fzr& deviates 
from the normal rn: of the surface @ = 0 when 9 # 0. 

The finite strain generalization of ZIEGLER’S (1959) hardening rule, expressing the 
evolution of the yield surface centre during a plastic increment, is here chosen as in 
(2.5), i.e. 

Using the identities .&(8”‘- @‘) = &,(c?’ -8”‘), Gkr(~k’_~‘l) z Gkl((;fi(_;;kL) and Gk,p”’ E 

Gk,? the value of the pammeter @ is determined so that the consistency cond.ition, 
6 = 0, is satisfied : 

It is noted that in the analogous expression for @ in (TvERCAARD, 1987) one term 
was wrong in the case af stress controlled nucleation (as also stated by TWKGAARD, 

1990a). The results were correct though, since & was corrected numerically in each 
increment to exactly satisFy clt = 0. 

NOW, using the elastic ~~3crern~nta~ siress strain re~a~~onsh~~ (2.7), the fol~o~ng 
expression for the Kirchhaff stress increment in terms of the total ~agran~ia~ strain 
increment is derived 

0, for elastic unloading 

’ = J(G/yf [Hs- m$Pk’nz$” 1 ) for plastic loading, 
(3.16) 

R,, = ; (Grknz; .-* m:;G,,Ja", (3.17) 

p@i = JtGig) [;@$l_ $&zGjf f ~~~~~~~~~~j~ ++V+yXj +Gij@~_ (3.18) 

Apart from the terms in (3.171, resulting from the pfastic spin, (3.14)-(X 18) are ana- 
logous to expressions given by TVERGAARD (1982~). 

The unixxial true stress logarithmic strain curve for the matrix material is taken to 
be presented by the piecewise power law 
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4. Bt-HAL’IOI;K IN SHt.AR 

In this section \ve hriefy study 1170 cRect ol‘plastic spin on the ruspon~c ol‘~oid-I’m2 

material subject to so-callcd unconstrainecl shearing. This i5 ii plane honiogcneou~ 

dclhrmation process \vherc ;I block of material is delhrnied in ainiplc shc~t- in lhc 

.\-, _\-‘ plants, finder platic strain conditions in the .v,-direction. hhilc siniult;incotI~ c\- 

tension in the .I-,-direction is allo\ccd to release the normal stress in that ciircc- 

tion. lJsing components on fixed Cartesian coordinates. the proccs~ is characterid 

b\ components L / 2 = ;; 1’. L, 1 = c C’. L,, = 0 otherwise. of the wlocity gradient 

12 = dfto. such that oil = CT,; = 0 (i, j = 1. . 3) and m,hcI-e ;’ ih the hcxr 5tr.ain and 

c the cxtensionul stretch. This process approximates the conditions inside ;I sh_x~ 

band oriented at I// = 4.5 (see Fig. 3) in an otherwise ulustic material 5ubjwt to II 

stress st3te oi’ = ~ ‘ -CT’/ (xc Section 5). 

To illustrate the clTwt ol‘plastic xpin. we I‘ocus on homogencoL~s \,oid-l‘rce material\ 

assuming either isotropic (/I = I ) or kinematic hardening (h = 0). The constituti\c 

equations can bc obtained l’rom (3.X) (3. IX) by substituting f’= /‘* = 0. .lust iis ill 

the localization analyses to be prcscnted in Section 5. the materials arc spccilieci b> 

m,. E = 0.0033. 11 = 0.3 and /I = 10. The eKcct ol‘plastic spin is ~~udicd b\ considering 

three ciilTcrent plastic spin parameters 0 in (2.4) or (3. 17) : tither ~1 is constanl and 

takes \alLlcs /’ = 0 or (J = 3.0,. or ~1 i\ taken to bc gi\cn by the cxprcssion (2.6). 

Figure I sho\vs the de\~elopnicnt 01‘ the shear strw 0, 2 during Linconatrained 

shearing as ;I fLulction of the mxcimL~m principal logarithmic htrain ii, up to i;trains 

ol’about 2.5 (;, = 10). As mentioned bel’ore. the kinematic hardening model (/I = 0) 

\rith 0 = 0 red~~ccs to the classical ,I2 kincmltic hurcicning model (T\v ICC;MRII. 197X) 

and it is seen that it predicts an oscillator) btrcss response liar large strains. like tha[ 

observed by NAGTR;A.AI. and III .IoN(, ( 1982) in simple shear. WC recall that this 

bcha\iour cvas recognid by LORI: I ( 19x3). D.Ati41.1AS ( I OX?. IOX5) anti others to bc 

a11 artil’act of the LIK 01‘ the Ja~~mann rate. Fur increasing \,alues 01’ I’. hence li)r an 

increasing contribution of the plastic spin. the oscillatoq behaviour i\ swn to facie 

out. For I, = 2’~. the shear stress reaches ;I maximum at ;:, = 0.39 ~hc~rtl~ al‘tcl- the 

first peak in the respo~lse f(lt-/) = 0. but then remains a monotonic I‘unction (>I’;:, up to 

::, 2 2.5. For large values ofp, lhr instance 11 = 5 u,. the stress response is coniplctcl> 

monotonic. just like that for isotropic hurdtminp (h = I ). Note that these results ditTc1 

considerably from those obtained for simple shear by I)Af,,\t.IAs (19X5), where a 

monotonic response i:, found already with L) < l/u, using linear hardening (f<, = 

const.). This shows that the oscillatory bchaviour is not determined solely bq rhe 

plastic spin parameter. but also by the hardening characteristics. The mprcssion 
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p=o 

----- Eq.(2.6) 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

El 

FG. I. Shear stress vs maximum principal logarithmic strain during unconstrained shearing of void-free 
material. 

(2.6) for p indeed depends directly on the hardening of the material. The shear stress 
response is seen to be completely monotonic and, in fact, rather close to the prediction 
of the isotropic hardening model. 

The normal stress C, , in the shearing direction that accompanies the deformation 
process is very small (rr, ,/oV < 0.03) for isotropic hardening (h = I), while it oscillates 
for the classical kinematic hardening model (h = 0, p = 0), reaching a first maximum 
ofa,,/a,.~00.8atc,z0.9.Forp=2/0,,a,, increases monotonically with E, and 
tends to saturate at a value of about cr,.. For increasing p this behaviour is essentially 
maintained but the asymptotic value decreases. For p according to (2.6) the maximum 
value of CT,, is about half that for p = 2/a,. 

Thus it is observed that a rather broad variety of stress responses during large 
strains may result from different values of the plastic spin parameter p. For shearing 
up to a principal strain E, z 0.25 the stress responses for kinematic hardening with 
different p seem to be rather close. However, it should also be observed that for strains 
below this value, the particular value of p does have a noticeable effect on the slopes 
of the cr, 2-cI and 0, ,--6, curves and thus on the stress increment directions in stress 
space. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the stress increments do,,jdi:, at C, = 0.125 
are plotted in 0, ,- CT,? space. It is seen that the stressing directions in kinematic 
hardening deviate considerably from that in isotropic hardening, and furthermore 
that there is a noticeable effect of the plastic spin, already at this somewhat smaller 
strain. For increasing values of the plastic spin parameter p, the stress increment 
direction is shifted somewhat in the direction of that corresponding to isotropic 
hardening. This seems to indicate a reduction of the effect of the yield surface curvature 
with increasing p. 
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Simple model studies for the onset of plastic flow localization were based by Mr AR 
and HUTCHINSON (1985) and TVERGAARD (1987) to illustrate the ctrect of in- 

corporating kinematic hardening in the constitutive relations for ;t ductile porou\ 

material. The same type of analysts are carried out here to study the different consti- 

tutivc laws obtained by using different corotational stress rates in the finite strain 

generalization of kinematic hardening. Furthermore. the present computations arc 

continued beyond the onset of localiration, to study the effect of the conhtitutive 

descriptions on the prediction of void-sheet fracture inside the shear tx~117. 

The model analysea ~ISSLII~~ an initial material inhomogeneity. such as ;I higher 

concentration of void nucleating particles or ;I lower initial yield stress inside 2 

plane slice of material, and the stress-states inside and outside this slice of material. 

respectively. are assumed to remain homogeneous throughout the defi)rmation 

history. A Cartesian .\-‘-coordinate system in the initial state is used as reference. and 

the principal directions outside the band arc assumed to remain fixed. parallel with the 

.v’-direction (see Fig. 3). and the slice ofmaterial containing the initial inhomogeneity is 
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assumed parallel with the x-‘-axis, with the initial angle of inclination $, and the unit 

normal vector n,. In the following superscript h and zero denote quantities inside and 
outside the band, respectively. 

The uniform state outside the band is specified by the following fixed ratios of 
principal logarithmic strains E, and principal true stresses a, 

8:’ = <E!!, 0; = K(T/), (5.1) 

while E? increases monotonically up to the onset of localization. Plane strain conditions 
are specified by 4 = 0, while < = 1 gives axisymmetric conditions outside the band. 
Uniaxial plane strain tension or uniaxial tension are specified by taking ti = 0, while 
larger values of K can be used to study the effect of a superposed hydrostatic tension. 
In terms of the principal strains outside the band and the initial angle of inclination 
+, of the band the current angle of inclination $ is given by 

tan $ = exp (E:) - 8:) tan *,. (5.2) 

Compatibility requires no jump in tangential derivatives of the displacement com- 
ponents u, over the band interface. Thus the displacement gradients inside the band 
can be expressed in terms of those outside as 

UZ, = uI1, + L’iH,> (5.3) 

where c, are parameters to be determined. Equilibrium requires continuity of nominal 
tractions T’ over the band interface 

(T’)h = (T’)“, (5.4) 

where the tractions on a surface with reference normal n, are given by T’ = 
(z”+r”‘u(,)n,. Now, for a prescribed stress or strain history outside the band, a set 
of incremental equations for 2, are obtained by substituting the constitutive 
relations and the incremental form of (5.3) into the incremental form of (5.4). 

If there is no material inhomogeneity, the incremental equations for ?, are homo- 
geneous. The first possibility of a non-trivial solution occurs at a bifurcation point, 
which marks the loss of ellipticity of the governing field equations. For proportional 
stressing histories the instantaneous moduli corresponding to the present kinematic 
hardening models (h < 1) remain identical to those for isotropic hardening (h = I), 
independent of plastic spin, since the principal directions remain fixed. Therefore, the 
effect of kinematic hardening on localization predictions is tied to the presence of 
initial imperfections (see also TVERGAARD, 197X). 

It is noted that the present shear band model reduces to the conditions of uncon- 
strained shearing analysed in Section 4, if 11/, = 45 , K = - 1 and 5 = 0, while defor- 
mations outside the band are neglected. Such analyses for the shear band model, with 
only elastic deformations outside the band, have shown good agreement with the 
results presented in Fig. 1. 

In the cases to be analysed here the materials are taken to be power hardening, with 
0,./E = 0.0033, n = 10, Poisson’s ratio v = 0.3, q, = 1.5, and,f,. = 0.15. f,, = 0.25 in 
(3.3). The initial void volume fraction is taken to be zero in all cases, f: =,f: = 0, 
and the volume fraction of void nucleating particles is taken to be larger inside the 
band, 
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so that the initial imperfection i’\ spccificd 1~~ Ai,. Nuclc:ttion is ~tkw LO bc atrain 
controllcd with the st~lndai-d dcLiation .s = 0. I and ivith the incitn nucleation strain 

::\ = 0.3 in the first c;ix:, annlyscd. 
The results in Fig. 4 ;lrc obt;lined Ihr uniaxi:ll pl~~ne strain tcmion [< = /< = 0 in 

(5. I )] in ;I case where Loids nuclcatc only inside the band. f”: = 0, Af, = O.OI. Three 
dilTmmt corotationul stress rates (2.X) ;tre used in these ;~nalq’ses. one hased on ticking 
0 = 0 in (3.4). thus using the Ji~~~ninnn riltc. one based on /j = 2 c,, ;inct one b~iscd on 
the cxpredon (2.6) for 0 21s suggcstcd by PAI:I IJU and PI-(‘H~RSKI (19X7). The ~aluc 
/j = 2.0, i’r the smallest constant ulue li)r which the oscillatory beh:lviour 01‘ the 
stmses disappears in the pure shear analysts of Fig. I TIILIS. the constituti\c dcscrip 
Lion obtained for /) = 2 ‘0, ;iss~inies _juat enough pl;istic spin so that the prcdictcd 
niutcrial bchaviour is also reusonoblc in the range oflarge shearing. According to Fig. I 
the expression (3.6) for ij gives more consuutivc predictions of kinematic hnrdcning. 
comp;lr:lblc to taking constant ~;~lues of 5 n, to IO.a,. It is noted that these dilYcrcnt 
corotationnl stress rates coincide Ihr isotropic hardening. so that ;ill prcdiction~ 01‘ 

loculkltion 21nd post-localization beha\,iour ;~rt’ identical for h = I. 
I)LI~ to the matcrid inhomogencit~ the strains grou Lirgcr inside the band than 

outside once nuclcntion starts to occur. and localimtion is defined by the onset 01‘ 
elastic unloading outside the band. For each of the uirws plotted in Fig 42 the 

minimum identilies the most critical initial angle ol’inclination ot’the band containing 
the inhomogcneity. For ~LII-c kinematic hardening, /> = 0. Fig. 421 sho\vs clcsr diffcr- 
cnc~‘s bctmwn the localimtion predictions of the difreront constitutive models con- 
sidered here. The minimum localimtion strain found filr 11 = 2 m, ih onI\ dightl> 
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hardening solid. which is in some respects representative of il solid that develops ;I 

rounded vertex on the yield surf;tce. It W;IS noted that the value ofthe angle ofrotation 
0 (see insert in Fig. 5) at the onset of shear localization is small. of the order of 5 of 
smaller, dependent on the initial inhomogeneity. This agrees with Fig. 5b. Clearly, 
the rotations are so small that the localization predictions are not affected by whether 
or not unrealistic stress oscillations ;1rc going to occur later, at much larger rotations. 
The differences between the three curves shown in Fig. 421 for h = 0 must be interpreted 
;+s a strong sensitivity to very small changes of the constitutive description. induced 
by assuming different plastic spin constitutive laws. This is supported by the obser- 
vation in Fig. 2. that the stress increment directions show noticeable variations with 
the value of p. This sensitivity corresponds to earlier findings (RIcI:, 1976) th;tt 
localization predictions ;lre strongly affected by small deviations from the assumptions 
of the classical elastic plastic solid, in the form of plastic dilation. non-normality of’ 
the plastic flow rule. or the formation of ;i vertex on the yield surface. 

Figure 6 shows predictions for exactly the same material description and the same 
stress and strain state as in Fig. 4, with the only difference that the initial inhomogenity 
is now ten times smaller. 4f;\ = 0.001. The effect of different p-values is analogous to 
that found in Fig. 4. Thus, in the case of h = 0 the minimum localization strain 
predicted for /) = 2/rr, is only ;L little higher than that for I) = 0, whereas the minimum 
of the curve for p according to (2.6) is significantly higher. A difference in the frncturc 
strain predictions of Fig. 6b is that for h = 0 and /I = 0 the range of cb,-values. in 
which void-sheet fracture is predicted prior to any unrealistic oscillations of f”‘. is 
relatively smaller than found in Fig. 4b. 

In Fig. 7 the solid outside the band is subjected to conditions of axisymmctric 
uniaxial tension [< = I and K = 0 in (5.1)J. The material is here taken to have void 
nucleation both inside and outside the band, as specified by .f’t, = 0.01 and Af, = 0.01. 
but all other material parameters are identical to those used above. It is well known 
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FIG. 6. Uniaxial plane strain tension, 5 = K = 0, and strain controlled nucleation, 4f, = 0.001, ,f‘“, = 0, 
E, = 0.3, .v = 0.1. (a) Localization strain vs initial band orientation. (b) Fracture strain vs initial band 

orientation. 

(NEEDLEMAN and RICE, 1978) that materials subject to axisymmetric straining are far 
more resistant to localization than under plane strain conditions. Also in Fig. 7a it is 
seen that the localization strains are much larger than those found in Fig. 4a for the 
same imperfection amplitude, 4fh = 0.01. Regarding the choice of corotational stress 
rate for h = 0, it is also here found that the minimum localization strain for Q according 
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FIG. 7. Uniaxial axisymmetric tension, 5 = I and K = 0, and strain controlled nucleation, A& = 
f”y = 0.01. cr = 0.3, s = 0.1. (a) Localization strain vs initial band orientation. (b) Fracture strain vs 

initial band orientation. 
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to (2.6) is ;I littIc higher th:in th;it predicted I‘or /J = 2 0,. u hicii is ;igain diglitl~ higher 

than that for p = 0. Ho\vc\w. the ditl’wxce between these three minima is rela~ivcl! 

smaller th21n found in Figs 4 and 6. which may be related to the lllct that the CLI~~CII~ 

wlue 01’ the void kolumc I‘raction I”’ at the onset of localkition is high in Fig. 7a. 01‘ 

the order of 0.06 or higher. It is scan in Fig. 7b. liar /T = 0 and p = 0. th:tt \,oid-sheet 

I‘racture prior lo unrealistic oscill:itions (>I‘/“’ is prcdictect within 2 raflicr large range 

of I//,-value\ in this c;Iw ol‘asisymmclric unixi:il tension. 

The material considcrud in Fig. S is ;IISO ch;il-actcrid hq xtrain controlled 

nucleation. \\itli no inilial voids. f’)’ = /t = 0: hut here tlic mc~iii strain I‘or nucleation 

is taItCl1 tct he large. ii\ = 0.9. with slanciard dwiation .\ = 0. I. 2nd particle: \ olunic 

I’raction /‘y = 0.01 The inhomogcnoity is ~ahcn (o lx rcpresonkd 121 ;t slightly lo\\ CT 

initial bielci s~rcss inside the b:~nd th:~n outside, 0:’ = 0.990~‘. while A/, = 0 in (5.5). 

As sho\vn by TVI:R(;I~ARI~ ( 19X7). Ihr uni:isi;tl plane strclin tension [q = K = 0 in (5. I )]. 

the kincniatic hardening \crsion of this niatcrial predicts loc;ili/:rtion L\ bile Ihc 10icl 

\olunic I’ractions ;ire still extremely sni:ill. \vhereas localization predictions l.or the 

iwtropic hardening niateri:tl ;irc cntirel> dcpc~itlcnt on the pi-cscncc of poro4tb anti 

the soltening cffcct of nucleation. Al lhc niininiuni locnli~ation sttxin in Fig. 82. I;jr 

II = 0 2nd 1~ = 0. the \,oid \,olunic fractions ;~rc 1” 2 IO ’ and I’” 1 IO ._ \o that tl1e4c 

predictions are cssonti:~lly identical to Ihoe l,r ;i \oid-fr-cc kinematic h:irdening wlid. 

thus rel;iting to the kinematic hardening localization predictions incldod in the stud! 

of H~ITC,HINSOK and TVI~R(;URI) (198 I ). It is seen here. I‘or I) = 0. tlla~ the minimun~ 

localization slr:iin predickd by taking IJ .= 0 is relativ2ly niorc incrcawd b) t;iking 

p = 3 CT, than thund in the pwious fiplres. The minimum ol‘the curw li>r 11 according 

to (2.0) is ~tually closer lo thnt for isotropic h:irdcning th:in 10 tlial for /I = 0 and 

p = 0. Thus. :tlso in the ~~bsence of porosity, the localization predictions ohtaincci b> 

kinetmatic hardening ;ire st‘cn to l-c quite sensitiLe to the clioicc ofpx:~I~~e. c\cn though 
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both choices result in realistic material behaviour at large rotations of material 

elements. 
In all cases studied in Figs 4 and 68 failure occurs by shear localization, where the 

final rupture mechanism involves void coalescence in a void-sheet. However, the 
observation of a void-sheet fracture surface does not guarantee that the onset of 
localization was caused by porosity (RICE, 1976). Localization may have occurred 
prior to any void nucleation, e.g. due to the formation of a vertex on the yield surface. 
and thus the voids leading to the final void-sheet fracture could have nucleated after 
localization as the strains grow large inside the band. In Fig. 8, for h = 0 and p = 0, 
the post-localization predictions corresponding to the minimum localization strain 
become unrealistic due to oscillatory behaviour at large shear strains ; but for /, = 2/a, 
the predictions remain quite realistic, representing the mixed effect of the formation 
of a “rounded vertex” and void nucleation. Thus, for h = 0 and p = 2/o,. the minimum 
localization strain ($, = 23 ‘) occurs while porosity is still negligible (,f” 2 2 x lo- 4. 
,f’” rr 3 x IO “). and void-sheet fracture inside the band is predicted when the strain 
has reached the level C’ = I .59 (see Fig. 8b). 

6. Drscussro~ 

The investigation of shear band localization in the present paper has shown that 
the localization behaviour predicted by a kinematic hardening theory is quite sensitive 
to differences between the corotational stress-rates used for the finite strain general- 
ization of the material model. The differences found in the post-localization regime. 
where large shear strains occur, were expected based on the differences found in many 
investigations of kinematic hardening solids subject to simple shear (e.g. see DAFALIAS. 

1983. 1985 ; LORET, 1983). However, the onset of localization occurs prior to large 
shear strains, where different predictions cannot be explained the same way. 

Two of the corotational stress rates considered in the present analyses represent 
the extreme cases of either neglecting the plastic spin (i.e. the Jaumann rate) or 
assuming a relatively large plastic part of the spin. The third corotational stress rate 
considered represents an intermediate case, where just enough plastic spin is assumed 
to avoid unrealistic stress oscillations at large shear strains. The corresponding three 
kinematic hardening material models give essentially identical predictions for the 
development of stress components and other field quantities in the range where the 
onset of localization is predicted; but still the onset of localization is noticeably 
delayed by assuming an increased plastic part of the spin. This must be interpreted 
as a very strong sensitivity of localization predictions to small differences in the 
constitutive law, analogous to the sensitivity found by RICE (1976) in relation to other 
constitutive descriptions. It is noted that localization predictions based on a different 
corotational stress rate, the GreenNaghdi rate, were considered by MEAR and 
HLJT‘CHINSON (1985). who found rather little difference from predictions based on 

the Jaumann rate. 
The post-localization analyses in the present paper show significant differences 

between the ductile fracture behaviour predicted by using different finite strain general- 
izations of kinematic hardening. When plastic spin is neglected, or taken to be a small 
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part of Ihe total spin, oscillatory stresses are predicted leading to an oscillatory void 

vol~m~e fraction and thus a significant delay of final void-sheet fracture. as shown in 

Fig. 5. When the effect of plastic spin is increased enough to avoid unrealistic oscil- 

lations. this gives rise to a large reduction of the local strain at final fiactut-e, even 

though the critical overall strain ~OI- the onset of localization is slightly increased. 

The physical basis for using a stress wte corotarioml with the elastic spin rather 

than the totnl spin (Mj\~~~~~.. 1971) relates to crystal plasticity. In the crystal, the 

elastic stress-strain relationship depends on the orientation of the crystal I~ltticc, which 

is not directly :ifTected by the plasticity resulting from slip on crystal pl~~nes (e.g. see 

AsaRO and I\jmxm.m. 1985). and therefore the stress mtes involve corotation with 

the lattice. In ;I macroscopic plasticily theory as those considered here the lattice spin 

is not defined. but is envisioned as the “elastic” or substructure spin, and therefore ;I 

constitutivc law for the plastic spin can only be ;I phcnomenological approximation 

that attempts to reprosent the average behaviour of II polycrystal. It is noted that the 

plastic spin constitutive law used here is in fxt the simplest possible relationship fat 

kinematic h~lrdeli~n~ (DATAI.IG. 1985: L.ont-.r. t9Y?). 
11 has hccn noted th;it the unconstrained shearing considcrcd in Scctictn 4 is r-eprc- 

sented in tams of the shear band model by taking 11, = 35 and K = - I in (5. I ), anti 
ncglocting deformations outside the band. Then, void-sheet frxxurc could also be 

~~nalyscd in the context of the unconst!uincd shear model : hut this is a LYISC where the 

vnlue of the porous ductile material model would be limited. In I’xI, ;I tietailud 

numerical study ofvoid-sheet frac~urc in a shear band (TVERG~AKI~. 1989) has recently 

shown that sliding contact between the void surf’itcc and the inclusion from which the 

void has nucleated plays ;\n increasing role its the wluc of the atrcss ratio K decays 

below ---0. IS, and is certainly very important :tt K = --- I, 
For biaxially stretched thin sheets it has been emphasized that lowli/:ttion in\ohes 

no spin. and therefore the influence of kinematic hardening i‘ountl by Tvt:Rcin,\RI> 

(197X) is unatrected by ~IssLinipti~~lls rcgurding the plastic spin. The bchaviour is more 

complcs in the range where one of the in-plane principal stmins is ncpaG\e, since hcrc 

the neck is inclined to the principal zxs xnd spin does take place. Howe\w. in 

this range the localization predictions found by kinematic hardening :~nd isotropic 

hardening dialer so little (e.g. see TVERGAARI). 1987) that other versions of kinematic 

hardening tnodcls ;IK not evpcc~~i to make much difttrcncc. 
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